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Article history:

Existing document analysis systems list words in the document using a
morpheme analyzer. Such a structural feature is difficult to help users to
understand the document. To understand a document, you need to analyze
the keyword in the document and extract the paragraphs including the
keyword. The proposed system retrieves keywords from documents written
in XML format, extracts them, and displays them to the user. In addition,
it extracts the paragraphs including the keyword entered by the user and
maintains paragraph sequence and delete for duplicate paragraphs. Then, the
frequency and weight of the keyword are calculated, and the number of
paragraphs is reduced by removing the paragraphs including the keyword
having a weight less than other keywords weighed. This method may reduce
the time and effort required for the user to understand the document as
compared to the existing document analysis systems.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Most existing document analysis systems use morphological analysis. Those systems use the
functions of the morpheme analyzer. Also, the systems show word list. The word list consists of words in the
document [1-3]. Other systems perform the function of searching for documents or paragraphs including
keywords that the user inputs [4]. However, existing systems do not understand documents efficiently
because they just show keywords or paragraphs [5-7]. In order to efficiently understand a document, if a user
inputs a keyword then, the system must search for paragraphs including that keyword and extract them [8],
[9]. Also, extracted paragraphs are analyzed to form important paragraphs and displayed to the user [10-12].
In this paper, we propose a system for extracting important paragraphs. The system helps user to
efficiently analyze XML document type reports and articles [13]. It also maintains the sequence of the
paragraphs and removes duplicate paragraphs. Then, the weight of the keyword is calculated, and the system
removes paragraphs including keyword of lowest weight [14-16]. This function increases the compression
rate. This suggests that the proposed system can shorten the time required to analyze documents compared to
existing systems [17].

2.

SYSTEM DESIGN
This section describes the design of the proposed system. The system is designed in three
hierarchical structures [18-20]. The system was implemented in Java, which makes it possible to run in
various environments without depending on OS. Figure 1 shows the structure of the system to meet the
requirements and Figure 2 shows the flow of the system [21].
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Figure 1. System configuration

Figure 2. System processing

The functions required for system design are as follows.
a) Function to load user-entered documents.
b) Function to search and extract keyword from a document.
c) Function to search and extract paragraphs including keyword.
d) Function to maintain and sort the sequence of extracted paragraphs.
e) Function to check for duplicates of extracted paragraphs.
f) Function to calculate the frequency of keyword and compare it to weight of other
g) Function to remove paragraphs including keyword of lowest weight.
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The System Processor retrieves keyword tags, extracts keyword, and displays the keyword.
Subsequently, the user inputs a keyword that they want to search. When the user inputs a keyword, the
system searches and extracts the paragraphs including the keyword. Then the system sorts the extracted
paragraphs in their original order and check for duplicate paragraphs. If a redundant paragraph is detected,
the system will deduplicate repetitive paragraphs. The system then calculates the frequency and weight of the
keyword. Also, the system removes paragraphs including keyword of lowest weight [22-25]. The system
displays the keyword, weight of keyword, and paragraphs. It can receive refined information more than
existing systems based on morpheme analysis. In addition, the system extracting main paragraphs are
considered to be able to shorten the time required for document comprehension.

3.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter describes the implementation and efficiency of the proposed system. Implementation
and experiments were using a PC. The PC is OS Windows, CPU - Intel i5-4690, RAM - 8. When the system
starts, the user inputs the file name user wants to analyze. Then the file loads using function of the
FileInputStream class. And, function of Buffer class is utilized, that reads the contents of the file. Figure 3
shows the flow of the function.
The system searches for the document with the file name entered by the user. Then system searches
the keyword tag and extracts the keyword, then system displays it to the user. Figure 4 shows the flow
of the function. When the keyword extraction is completed, the user inputs a keyword. Then the system
searches for paragraphs that contain the keyword that the user entered and extracts them. Figure 5 shows the
function flow. After completing paragraphs search including keywords, the system counts the number of
paragraphs. Figure 6 shows the flow of the function to count the number of paragraphs including keyword.
The system does sequence maintenance function and deduplication function of the paragraph. Then, the
system calculates number of paragraphs and keyword weight. Figure 7 shows the sequence maintenance and
deduplication flow.

Figure 3. XML document file open flowchart

Figure 4. Keyword extraction flowchart

Figure 5. Search paragraph flowchart

Figure 6. Counting paragraphs flowchart
Main keyword comparison based on document analysis system (Jongwon Lee)
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Figure 7. Check duplication flowchart

After sequence maintenance and deduplication, system checks the frequency and weight of
keyword. Then, the frequency of the keyword is expressed as a percentage. Next, the system checks for
keyword of the lowest frequency, also the system checks for keyword of lowest frequency and the system
removes the paragraphs including the keyword of lowest frequency.
If there are paragraphs that contain only a specific keyword but no other keyword, the system
removes paragraphs. If there are two or more other keywords which form part of the keyword with lowest
weight, then system does not remove such keywords. If a paragraph contains more than one word, it makes it
difficult to understand the document. Figure 8 shows the flow of function. This calculates keyword frequency
and keyword weight and determines whether to output paragraphs based on keyword frequency.

Figure 8. Paragraph analysis flowchart

Most existing document analysis systems were developed based on morpheme analyzer. For this
reason, the main purpose of the existing system was to classify the words used in the creation of the
document and to check the frequency. In addition, the existing system only checks identity to whether the
document includes a keyword. Then user must read all paragraphs in the document. These results a problem
of not being able to reduce the time required to understand the document. So, existing systems cannot help
users to understand documents because of structural limitations. If the system can extract paragraphs
including user inputted keyword then, the system can help to understand the document.
To solve these problems, the proposed system extracts the paragraphs including the keyword entered by the
user. Also, the system does sequence maintenance of extracted paragraphs and remove duplicate paragraphs.
Then, the frequency of the keyword is checked, and the weight is calculated and displayed to the user. Experiments
were conducted with six normalized XML documents. We compare the existing system and proposed system.
Figure 9 shows experiment Test 1. In the first experiment „Test 1‟, the existing system extracted 108
paragraphs. And proposed system extracted 102 paragraphs and system deletes 6 paragraphs. Also, system
compare each section centrality then, the system selects a main section including 10 main paragraphs.
Figure 10 shows experiment Test2. In the second experiment „Test 2‟, the existing system extracted 160
paragraphs. And proposed system extracted 72 paragraphs and system deletes 88 paragraphs. Also, system
compares each section centrality then, the system selects a main section including 7 main paragraphs.
Figure 11 shows experiment Test 3. In the third experiment „Test 3‟, the existing system extracted 62
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paragraphs. And proposed system extracted 40 paragraphs and system deletes 22 paragraphs. Also, system
compares each section centrality then, the system selects a main section including 4 main paragraphs.
Figure 12 shows experiment Test 4. In the fourth experiment „Test 4‟. The existing system extracted 29
paragraphs. And proposed system extracted 20 paragraphs and system deletes 9 paragraphs. Also, system
compares each section centrality then, the system selects a main section including 2 main paragraphs.
Figure 13 shows experiment Test 5. In the fifth experiment „Test 5‟, the existing system extracted 29
paragraphs. And proposed system extracted 26 paragraphs and system deletes 3 paragraphs. Also, system
compares each section centrality then, the system selects a main section including 3 main paragraphs.
Figure 14 shows experiment Test 6. In the sixth experiment „Test 6‟, the existing system extracted 49
paragraphs. And proposed system extracted 42 paragraphs and system deletes 7 paragraphs. Also, system
compares each section centrality then, the system selects a main section including 4 main paragraphs.

Figure 9. Experiment test 1

Figure 10. Experiment test 2

Figure 11. Experiment test 3

Figure 12. Experiment test 4

Figure 13. Experiment test 5

Figure 14. Experiment test 6
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Figure 15 shows deleted paragraph for each experiment and Figure 16 shows number of extracted
main paragraphs. The Experimental Result proposed that deleted paragraph more than existing system.
Also, proposed system compression rate increases for proposed system. Because, the existing system
extracted all the paragraphs including the keyword that the user inputs. The existing system extracted all the
paragraphs including the keyword that the user inputs. The proposed system is able to sequentially maintain
function, deduplication function, and remove paragraphs including keyword of lowest weight. Based on this,
the user can see important paragraphs and it is confirmed that the proposed system helps the user to
understand the document more efficiently than the traditional system.

Figure 15. Delete paragraphs

Figure 16. Extracted main paragraphs

4.

CONCLUSIONS
The proposed system retrieves the XML document type inputted by the user and then displays the
keyword of the document. And, when user inputs the keyword, the system searches and extracts the paragraphs
including the keyword. Then, the system does sequence maintenance of paragraphs, and delete duplicate
paragraphs if they exist. Then, the system calculates frequency of the keyword and the keyword weight.
Subsequently, the system removes the paragraphs including the keyword of lowest weight. If a paragraph includes
two or more keywords, the system does not remove the paragraph. Because, doing this breaks the original
document context. Also, this situation is same when the system searches only one keyword. Next, the system sorts
paragraphs then, displays the paragraphs to the user. So, the system can help users better understand the document.
Therefore, the proposed system is more efficient in analyzing documents better than existing system.
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